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Abstract

Background: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)-1 infection is one of the most important infectious diseases in Iran, and com-
mon isolates belong to the new CRF35_AD subtypes. The Gp120 protein, which is located on the surface of the HIV envelope, plays a
role in entrance into host cells and immune responses. As there isn’t any clear analysis of the envelope protein of Iranian isolates
regarding potential variations, structural and immunological properties, in the current study we attempted to research in this area.
Objectives: The present study was designed to demonstrate the immunoinformatics of gp120 of human immunodeficiency virus
Type 1 subtype CRF35_AD, isolated from Iranian patients.
Methods: In this analytical perspective bioinformatics study, the steps were as follows; data collection and sequence classification
(303 sequences), finding the mutational/conserved regions, evaluation of N-linked glycosylation sites, prediction of tertiary struc-
tures, model validation, and prediction of conformational and linear B-cell epitopes.
Results: High degrees of sequence variation in the CRF35_AD subtype and also more than 10 variation sites in gp120 protein seg-
ments were identified. The total N-linked glycosylation sites for selected complete env sequences in NX [ST] pattern and the NXS and
NXT combination count revealed that most of the glycosylation sites were conserved. Tertiary structure was obtained by homology
modeling, and the Ramachandran plot assessment showed model validity. Finally, mapped consensus discontinuous immunogenic
regions (epitopes) were AA25-65, AA337-365 and AA443-505.
Conclusions: The obtained results provide a background for understanding CRF35_AD molecular characteristics, as well as design
and development of effective HIV-1 vaccines and immunotherapeutic regimens against CRF35_AD subtype.
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1. Background

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a member of
the genus lentivirus and the family retroviridae, which
causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). This
is a condition in which progressive failure of the im-
mune system allows life-threatening opportunistic infec-
tions and cancers to thrive (1, 2). In Iran, the first case of
HIV was detected in 1996, and the prevalence of HIV among
the general population in Iran has remained low until now,
but it has a high prevalence among injection drug users
(IDUs). Measures adopted over the years resulted in slowed
progression of the epidemic amongst IDUs, but the role of
sexual transmission in the spread of HIV in Iran is alarm-
ingly growing (3-5). Therefore, the HIV epidemic in Iran is

in the concentrated phase (6).

The primary envelope (env) gene product is a single
polypeptide precursor named gp160, which is then cleaved
into gp120 (~ 480 amino acids) and gp41 (~ 345 amino
acids) in the endoplasmic reticulum by the cellular pro-
tease (7). The gp120 is an extracellular protein located on
the surface of HIV envelope, while gp41 acts as an integral
transmembrane protein. The entrance of HIV into cells is
dependent on gp120, as it acts in attachment to specific cell
surface receptors such as CD4 receptor and chemokine re-
ceptors (8, 9). Glycosylations of gp120 plays a vital role in
mediating interactions of the virus with innate and adap-
tive components of the immune system (10).

Although there is little evidence on variations and
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immunoinformatics characteristics of CRF35_AD subtype,
there are noticeable data available for other subtypes. En-
velope region of different HIV-1 isolates showed high vari-
ability (approximately 30%), and were mainly located in
five hypervariable regions (HVRs), V1 to V5. These variations
are related to the infidelity of reverse transcriptase enzyme
that has no editing process for transcriptional errors (11).

Also, investigations on antibody mapping showed that
the linear epitopes on the gp120) glycoprotein (located
in the V2 and V3 regions, constitute the most highly ex-
posed peptides on the HIV multimeric envelope glycopro-
tein complex (12). Antibodies against the V3 loop of gp120
neutralize HIV infection, however, these antibodies are
mostly type-specific, and do not possess the potential of
broad neutralization (12). Variation events in the V2 and V3
regions of the envelope glycoprotein increase the ability of
the viral strains to infect different cell types (13). Besides, ac-
cumulation of variations results in changes in biological
properties of viruses and these variations significantly af-
fect pathogenesis of the disease (14, 15). The function of a
protein is dependent on its tertiary (3D) structure, and in
vitro methods for identification of protein’s 3D structure
by X-ray crystallography are time-consuming and very ex-
pensive in comparison with in silico prediction methods
(16, 17). Moreover, clarification of 3D structure helps im-
munoinformatics and chemoinformatics, required for de-
signing novel vaccine and inhibitory medicines (18).

Since there are not much data available on variability
and immunoinformatics characteristics of Iranian isolates
of HIV-1 (CRF35_AD subtype), the present study can be valu-
able in providing background data required for develop-
ment of preventive vaccines and therapeutic regimens.

2. Objectives

The present study concentrated on finding muta-
tional/conserved regions, generation of 3D structure of the
gp120 protein by homology modeling, then validation of
this model, and finally analysis of in silico immunological
properties of gp120 protein in Iranian isolates, CRF35_AD
subtype.

3. Methods

3.1. Data Collection and Sequence Classification

In this analytical perspective bioinformatics study, the
complete coding region of putative env protein sequences
and partial gp120 protein sequences of 303 CRF35_AD iso-
lates, which were assumed to be Iranian HIV-1 subtypes,
were retrieved from the National center for biotechnology
information (NCBI) database (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/),
and datasets were built.

3.2. Application of Hybrid Approach for Finding the Muta-
tional/Conservative Regions

The retrieved sequences were aligned using the
ClustalW algorithm (19), and analyzed and trimmed in
the Bioedite 7.7.9 software. Subsequently, short sequences
and gaps were excluded from datasets. The Shannon
entropy analysis (20), the Simpson index (21) and the
Wu-Kabat variability coefficient (22, 23) approaches were
exploited for evaluation of variability, and finding mu-
tational/conservative regions, among sequences. The
Shannon entropy analysis (20) is the most sensitive
method for evaluation of variations. The Simpson index
is another variation analysis method for calculation of
diversities. The Wu-Kabat variability coefficient is a well-
established descriptor of susceptibility of an amino acid
position to evolutionary replacements (23).

3.3. Prediction of N-Linked Glycosylation Sites

For predicting N-linked glycosylation sites, which is
one of the Post-Translational Modifications (PTMs), we took
advantage of the GlycoSite tool at Los Alamos HIV database
(24). This tool highlights and tallies predicted Nx [ST] pat-
terns, where x can be any amino acid. In glycosylation pro-
cesses, an oligosaccharide chain binds to asparagine (N)
occurring in the tri-peptide sequence N-X-S or N-X-T, where
X can be any amino acid except Pro (24). Accession num-
bers of the used sequences were BAM37429, BAM37384,
BAM37456 and BAM37411, named A, B, C and D, respectively
(6). Of course, we randomly selected these four sequences.

3.4. Prediction of Tertiary Structure (Three-Dimensional (3D)
Structure)

The BLASTP (protein basic local alignment search tool)
and PSIBLAST in protein data bank (PDB) were applied for
selection of the most homologous sequences to target se-
quences as template, and for constructing 3D model of
gp120 protein of CRF 35_AD (accession number BAM37429)
by the homology modeling method. The mentioned pa-
rameters for selecting template were resolution below 3
angstrom related to its x-ray crystallography, R value below
0.3, similarity of template with targeted sequence above
70% and also low E value and root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD). For gaining target-template alignment, ClustalW,
using a gap penalty of 10 and a gap extension penalty of
0.05, was employed. Target-template alignment and loop
modeling were used for subsequent model generation by
the MODELLER software version 9v7. Then the 3D model en-
ergy minimized in the Swiss-Pdb Viewer software v4.1.
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3.5. Homology Models Validation

Evaluation of model validity quality is an essential step
in homology modeling. A geometric evaluation of the
modeled 3D structure was performed using the Ramachan-
dran plot (25).

3.6. Prediction of Conformational and Linear B-Cell Epitope
Based on Physico-Chemical Profiles

We took advantage of DiscoTope 2.0, ElliPro and
CBTOPE servers for conformational predictions, also called
discontinuous, B cell epitopes from protein 3D structures.
Kolaskar and Tongaonkar prediction method is a physico-
chemical approach for B-cell epitope prediction based on
a semi-empirical method, developed on physico-chemical
properties of amino acid residues. This approach has
enough efficiency to detect antigenic peptides with about
75% accuracy (26).

4. Results

4.1. Variation Plots for Finding Mutational and Conservational
Sites

In the present study, according to the server sugges-
tions, positions with H > 2.0 in Shannon entropy plot, D
> 0.6 in Simpson plot and variability > 15 in Wu-Kabat are
considered variable, whereas those below this threshold
were supposed to be semi-conserved or conserved regions.

The entropy of the env of the Iranian HIV-1 isolates
showed different regions in protein sequences (showed by
arrows in Figure 1, stretch between amino acid 80 - 97, 130
- 200, 310, 332 - 353, 375 - 378, 410 - 425, 474 - 488, 640 - 645
and 662 - 674) with high entropy (or hypervariable regions,
HVRs), and in gp120 separately (Figure 2, amino acid posi-
tions 48, 64, 77, 93, 96, 99, 103, 111, 117 and 123). Wu-Kabat
showed low sensitivity and four HVR regions in env and five
in gp120. Results of Shannon and Simpson variation plots
were very similar to each other.

The vast majority of positions in gp41 segment (Fig-
ure 1), exhibited low to moderate entropy (≤ 2.0) (except
two highly variable regions), indicating lower probabil-
ity of mutations occurring over time in comparison with
gp120 (13 highly variable regions) of CRF35_AD subtype. As
it is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3, in case of CRF 35 AD,
based on all sequences registered in NCBI Los Alamos un-
til now, in Iranian isolates of HIV-1 that belong to different
subtypes, there are 10 or more sites of variability, most of
which are located in COOH termini and loop of gp120 pro-
tein. These highly variable regions are demonstrated in 3D
structure of env protein of CRF35_AD subtype that was con-
structed by homology modeling in this study (Figure 3).

Overall, entropy analysis revealed numerous highly vari-
able regions and very low conserved regions, especially in
gp120 segment.

4.2. N-Linked Glycosylation Sites

The total potential in N-linked glycosylation sites
(PNGSs) in NX [ST] pattern for A, B, C and D isolates was 30,
29, 33, and 28, respectively. Also, the NXS and NXT combi-
nation count for AC; BAM37429, BAM37384, BAM37456 and
BAM37411 were 11 and 19, 12 and 17, 7 and 26, and 13 and
15, respectively (see details in Figure 4). According to the
results, most of the glycosylation sites are conserved, al-
though there are differences in number of glycosylations
between isolates that will effect potency of virus in infect-
ing Iranian hosts. Glycosylation is more frequent in gp12
segment, in amino acids ~ 130 to 400.

4.3. 3D Structure and Model Validation

By homology modeling followed with energy mini-
mization, 3D structures of gp120 protein of CRF35_AD sub-
type were predicted based on 4TVP template. The gp120
3D model with a total number of 522 residues was vali-
dated using the Ramachandran plot. Assessment of the
plot showed that 84.9% of residues (443 amino acids) were
in the most favored regions, 8.8% (46 amino acids) in al-
lowed regions, and 6.3% (33 amino acids) in the outlier re-
gion. The overall percentage of residues in favored and al-
lowed regions was 93.7. The results obtained for quality
of predicted model are acceptable because most of the as-
sessed residues are located in the favored and allowed re-
gions of the Ramachandran plot.

4.4. Prediction of Conformational and Linear B-Cell Epitopes
Based on Physico-Chemical Properties

Identified conformational and linear B-cell epitope out
of 524 total residues for gp120, subtype CRF35_AD, by hy-
brid approach, is presented in Table 1 represents in 3D
structure (Figure 5). Also, results of Dicotope and ElliPro
servers, and mapping consensus immunogenic epitopes
were visualized and represented in 3D modeled structures
(Figure 5).

Immunogenic epitopes are represented in Ribbon (Dis-
cotope) and line and spheres (ElliPro) by software default
in upper Figure 5. As there are arranged epitopes in Table 1,
some predicted epitopic regions by DiscoTope and Ellipro
software, and also in linear epitope prediction results, are
overlapping (or consensus). In lower figures by two repre-
sentations (ribbon & ribbon and surface representation),
consensus immune region based on the results of confor-
mational (DiscoTope and ellipro) and Linear (Kolaskar and
Tongaonkar) is depicted.
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Figure 1. Demonstration of Variability Plots by Shannon Method for Complete Envelope Protein Sequences (CRF35_AD)
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Values were computed from the alignments of env sequences. This plot shows variations along protein sequences. The x-axis represents protein sequence positions, and the
y-axis depicts the Shannon computed results.

Figure 2. Variability in Shannon plot for Partial gp120 Protein Sequences
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Values were computed from the alignments of env sequences. This plots shows variations along protein sequences of Iranian isolates of HIV-1. The x-axis shows the protein
sequence positions, and the y-axis represents the Shannon computed results.

4.5. Mapping Consensus Discontinuous Immunogenic Regions
(Epitopes)

Based on conformational and linear results of servers,
transmembrane topology and N-Linked glycosylation sites
comparisons, finally three more consesus immunogenic
regions by several predictors in Iranian gp120 protein were
selected.

These regions were as follow;
AA25-65 (NH3-ICSAVENLWVTVYYGVPVW

RDAETTLFCASDAKAYETEAH-COOH), AA337-365 (NH3-
WNNTLGQVAAQLRKHWNKT IIFSNPSGGD-COOH) and
AA443-505 (NH3-TGLLLTRDGGGGNQ SQNETFRPGGGDMRD
NWRSELYKYKVVKIEPLGVA PTKAKRRVVQREKRAV-COOH).
Also they were represented in Figure 5.

5. Discussion

There is no longer doubt that HIV-1 infection is the most
important infectious disease in developing countries in-

cluding Iran. There are a lot of concerns about the HIV/AIDS
situation and route of transmission of the infection in Iran.
The main concern is the potential of transmission between
drug users through contaminated injection. Recently, the
transmission pattern has shifted towards the sexual trans-
mission, showing an increase of doubling, according to
Iranian CDC (27, 28).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other
published immunoinformatics and variation analysis on
gp120 protein of CRF35_AD subtype, the dominant Iranian
isolate analyzed in the present study. Therefore, this study
aimed to address the variations in Iranian isolates.

The envelope protein of the CRF35_AD subtype, the
main Iranian HIV-1 isolate, contained 17 HVRs and gp120,
separately 10 regions in all reported sequences, which re-
flects the relatively high degree of sequence variations
among the studied isolates. Since gp120 segment has a piv-
otal role in the ability of HIV-1 to enter CD4+ T cells, it is
quite sensible for the immune system neutralizing anti-
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Table 1. Predicted Conformational and Linear B-cell Epitopes for Iranian Isolate of HIV-1 CRF 35_AD gp120 Protein

Server Name Protein Name Start-End Positions

The Disco Tope
server

Gp120 110-112, 114-122, 137-139, 156-163, 249-258, 321, 324-332, 338, 366-379, 396, 424-436, 466-472, 519-523

CBTOPE Gp120 Linear:14-15, 25, 27 , 32-37, 39-40, 45-56, 61, 76, 83-85, 89-90, 95, 123, 130, 151, 172-174, 180, 186-189, 205-225, 230, 233, 272-279, 292,
298, 312-319, 330-334, 353, 357-364, 376-382, 385-391, 397-412, 429-432, 436-437, 439, 441, 444-454, 479, 483, 484-485, 503-505,
518-524

ElliPro Gp120

1-21, 195-197, 459-498, 501-502, 505, 508-50

Conformationala :

(1) A:I1, A:C2, A:S3, A:A4, A:V5, A:E6, A:N7, A:L8, A:W9, A:V10, A:T11, A:V12, A:Y13, A:Y14, A:G15, A:V16, A:P17, A:V18, A:W19, A:R20,
A:D21, A:P195, A:A196, A:G197, A:F198, A:K459, A:I460, A:E461, A:P462, A:L463, A:G464, A:V465, A:A466, A:P467, A:T468,
A:K469, A:A470, A:K471, A:R472, A:R473, A:V474, A:V475, A:Q476, A:R477, A:E478, A:K479, A:R480, A:A481, A:V482, A:G483,
A:L484, A:G485, A:A486, A:L487, A:I489, A:G490, A:G493, A:A494, A:A495, A:G496, A:S497, A:T498, A:A501, A:A502, A:T505,
A:V508, A:Q509

(2) A:K206, A:E207, A:A241, A:K242, A:E243, A:E244, A:I245, A:S249, A:E250, A:N251, A:I252, A:S253, A:N254, A:N255, A:A256,
A:K257, A:V307, A:S308, A:R309, A:S310, A:E311, A:N313, A:N314, A:L316, A:G317, A:Q318, A:A320, A:A321, A:Q322, A:L323,
A:R324, A:K325, A:H326, A:W327, A:N328, A:K329, A:T330, A:I331, A:I332, A:F333, A:S334, A:N335, A:S360, A:G361, A:F363,
A:N364, A:S365, A:T366, A:W367, A:N368, A:T369, A:N370, A:G371, A:S372, A:E373, A:G374, A:S375, A:T376, A:D377, A:T378,
A:S379, A:G380, A:N381, A:I382, A:R424, A:D425, A:G426, A:G427, A:G428, A:G429, A:N430, A:Q431, A:S432, A:Q433, A:N434,
A:E435, A:T436

(3) A:E36, A:T37, A:E38, A:K91, A:P92, A:C93, A:V94, A:K95, A:L96, A:T97, A:P98, A:L99, A:C100, A:V101, A:T102, A:L103, A:N104,
A:C105, A:T106, A:N107, A:A108, A:N109, A:I110, A:T111, A:M112, A:T113, A:S114, A:I115, A:T116, A:N117, A:T118, A:T119, A:E120,
A:D121, A:M122, A:G124, A:I126, A:K127, A:N128, A:C129, A:S130, A:F131, A:N132, A:T133, A:T134, A:T135, A:E136, A:L137, A:D139,
A:K140, A:R141, A:K142, A:K143, A:V144, A:Y145, A:S146, A:L147, A:F148, A:L151, A:D152, A:V153, A:V154, A:K155, A:I156, A:D157,
A:D158, A:N159, A:N160, A:S161, A:N162, A:N163, A:S164, A:D165, A:R167, A:L168, A:I169, A:N170, A:C171, A:N172, A:T173, A:S174,
A:Q178, A:C180, A:P181, A:K182, A:R273, A:P274, A:G275, A:N276, A:N277, A:T278, A:R279, A:R280, A:S281, A:I282, A:H283,
A:I284, A:G285, A:P286, A:G287, A:Q288, A:A289, A:F290, A:Y291, A:A292, A:A293, A:T294, A:N295, A:I296, A:I297, A:G298,
A:D299, A:I300, A:R301, A:Q302, A:P405, A:P406, A:I407, A:R408, A:G409, A:E410, A:I411

(4) A:S30, A:D31, A:A32, A:K33, A:A34, A:Y35, A:V49, A:P50, A:T51, A:D52, A:P53, A:N54, A:P55, A:Q56

(5) A:R511, A:Q512, A:L513, A:L514, A:S515, A:Q520, A:Q521, A:N522, A:N523, A:L524

(6) A:E57, A:I58, A:P59, A:L60, A:E61, A:N62, A:V63, A:T64, A:E65, A:E66, A:N204, A:E205, A:G212, A:P213, A:C214, A:K215,
A:N216

Linear Epitope Prediction by Kolaskar and Tongaonkar Antigenicity

IEDB Gp120 4-19, 25-32, 41-52, 80-88, 90-105, 142-156, 166-174, 176-204, 214-239, 258-266, 268-274, 281-294, 302-308, 317-324, 353-360, 383-391,
400-406, 418-423, 452-468, 472-477, 481-495

aEpitopes arranged based on their scores.

bodies to bind to the sites located in variable regions of this
protein. Consequently, the rate of mutations in the HVRs of
gp120 are high, to provide the virus the chance of escaping
from antiviral antibodies (29). Increasing gp120 variability
helps viral replication, therefore causes viral fitness in in-
dividuals infected by diverse HIV-1 variants (30).

Yao and colleagues analyzed five HVR regions from HIV-
1 subtypes A, B, C, D, G, and H. The results revealed high
gp120 variation, and the majority of HIV-1 gp120s had 496
- 515 amino acids (length polymorphism) and 21 - 30 PNGSs.
Also, among five HVR regions, the V3 had the lowest rate of
polymorphism and heterogeneity and more PNGSs, while
V1 and V4 regions showed high rates of polymorphism, het-
erogeneity and more PNGSs (31). This assumption of struc-
ture is suggestive of the need of strategies for reducing the
polymorphism, heterogeneity, and PNGSs in the four HVRs
to be considered in HIV-1 vaccine development strategies

for effectively stimulating immune response (31).

Also, in evaluation of sequence diversity in HVRs of
the external glycoprotein of HIV-1, extensive variation
was found between sequences from different individuals,
and various amino acid substitutions in the HVRs, which
changed the number and positions of potential PNGSs (32).

Understanding adaptive evolution of HIV in popula-
tions is essential in monitoring the spread of infection and
developing effective vaccines (33). Rapid mutations of HIV-
1 allow the virus to evade the adaptive host defense re-
sponses. Also, each HIV-1 subtype has variability in its env
and other proteins, which could have different immune re-
sponses not cross-reactive with other subtypes (34).

Another cause of increasing fitness of HIV to its indi-
vidual (after mutation) is variability potential in N-linked
glycosylation sites (PNGSs) (35). The total PNGSs in NX [ST]
pattern was between 28 and 33, and for four isolates in com-
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Figure 3. Hypervariable Regions (HVR) Represented by Different Representation
Patterns Along gp120 Protein of Iranian Isolates of HIV-1

bination of NXS and NXT, total PNGSs was 7 to 13 and 15 to
26, respectively, which revealed high glycosylation, conser-
vation and potency of virus in infecting the host.

The complete protein sequences in CRF35_AD of HIV-1
isolated from Iranian patients had 28 to 33 sites of glyco-
sylation. The PNGSs prepares binding of long-chain car-
bohydrates to high variability regions of gp120, without
blocking vital sites for binding to cellular receptors, thus
it seems that the number of PNGSs in env might affect fit-
ness of the virus by increasing or decreasing sensitivity to
neutralizing antibodies via a protective coat of oligosac-
charides that inhibits antibody binding to gp120 (28, 29).
These large carbohydrate chains bound to gp120 might
hide antibody-binding sites (29). If the PNGS number de-
creases significantly, the virus is in easy access of neutraliz-
ing antibodies. Also, higher glycan density promotes viral
ability to evade antibodies, and thus promotes higher viral
fitness (35, 36). Most studies have focused on the V3 loop
(29, 35, 36), which is an important yet not exclusive deter-
minant of viral tropism and cell entry.

By utilizing the hybrid approach, evaluation of
trans-membrane topology and N-Linked glycosyla-
tion sites, the comparison of three consesus immuno-
genic regions for Iraninan gp120 protein (CRF35_AD)
was achieved. The regions included; AA25-65 (NH3-
ICSAVENLWVTVYYGVPVWRDAETTLFCASDAKAYETEAH-
COOH), AA337-365 (NH3-WNNTLGQVAAQLRKHWNKT
IIFSNPSGGD-COOH) and AA443-505
(NH3TGLLLTRDGGGGNQS QNETFRPGGGDMRDNWRSE-
LYKYKVVKIEPLGV APTKAKRRVVQREKRAV-COOH).

Finding of HIV-1 immunogens, capable of inducing
high-titer antibodies that neutralize a broad spectrum of

HIV-1, has a major priority for HIV-1 vaccine development
(37, 38). As previous studies have clearly indicated for other
subtypes, Gp120 has five conserved (C1 ± C5) and HVRs (V1
± V5) (39). Evaluation of antigenic conservation of epi-
topes of isolates from clades A, B, D, F, G and H showed that
only the V3 and C5 structures are shared and well exposed
to the immune system (39). These regions are also reported
in CRF35_AD and obtained consensus epitopes are suitable
for using in chimeric and polytopic vaccines and addition-
ally production of immunotherapeutic antibodies (elicit
antibodies capable of neutralizing virus infectivity).

Clarification of the structure-function correlation in
viral proteins is important for identification of poten-
tial vaccine targets to be exploited as preventive and
therapeutic regimes (38). The predictions of features,
such as trans-membrane domains, glycosylation sites, sec-
ondary and tertiary structure, are crucial for analyzing the
structure-function relationship of proteins encoded in vi-
ral genomes (38).

Ideally, results of the current study are useful for un-
derstanding CRF35_AD molecular characteristics (such as
HVRs), levels and sites of glycosylation and its structure,
as well as development of specific and effective envelope-
based vaccines by identified consensus immunogenic can-
didate regions. The data of the present study can be an-
alyzed along with data obtained from more isolates from
Iran and also from other countries. This can be assumed
as a disadvantage of the present study and should be fol-
lowed as a broader study in the future.
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Figure 4. Locations of N-linked Glycosylation Sites in Four Envelope Proteins of Iranian Drug Resistant Isolates
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Figure 5. 3D Representation of Immunogenic Regions for Iranian HIV-1 CRF35_AD Isolate gp120 Protein That Was Predicted by Homology Modelling and Visulazation Using
the SwissPdb Viewer Software v4

Upper photos show predicted dominant epitopes by DiscoTope, ElliPro and Kolaskar and Tongoankar antigenicity methods. Also, below the figure, consensus immunogenic
region among servers are represented.
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